Introduction. Let the difference field2 % have the transformally algebraic extension3 @. We have previously defined4 two numerical invariants, order and effective order, of such an extension. In this note we introduce a new numerical invariant, the limit degree of the extension ® of %, which will be denoted by l.d. (®/S).
We suppose, first, that ® is finitely generated; say © = §(ai, ■ • • , <xr). Let Sk denote the set of the a{ and their first k transforms. We denote by ¿* the degree of F(Sk+i) with respect to F(Sk), k = 0, 1, 2, • • • . The dk form a nonincreasing sequence whose terms are finite integers for sufficiently large k. We define l.d. (®/%) to be the least value assumed by the dk. It will be proved in §1 that the limit degree is independent of the choice of the set of generators a;.
If © is any-not necessarily finitely-generated-transformally algebraic extension of g, we define l.d. (®/5) to be the maximum of the limit degrees of all finitely-generated sub-extensions of %, if this maximum exists, or °o , if it does not. That this definition is consistent with the preceding follows from Theorem I below when it is restricted to finitely generated extensions.
If 9JÎ is an irreducible manifold of dimension zero over a difference field % and 2 the corresponding prime difference ideal, we define the limit degree of 90? over %, or of 2, to be l.d. (®/%), where @ is the field obtained by adjoining a generic zero of 2 to g.
If ® is not transformally algebraic over F the definition of limit degree may be applied and will always result in the value <». In this case it is more useful to consider the limit degree relative to a given basis of transformal transcendency.
If $ is the field formed by adjoining this basis to %, then l.d. (®/%) relative to the given basis is defined to be l.d. (©/$). We define similarly the limit degree of a reflexive prime difference ideal or its irreducible manifold relative to a given set of parametric indeterminates.
We shall prove in §2 the following fundamental result concerning limit degrees. The following result, which permits the limit degree of a reflexive prime difference ideal to be determined from its characteristic set, will be shown to follow easily from Theorem I. Then the limit degree of 2 relative to the Ui is di ■ • • dp. There is a positive integer h such that \5(Sh)!2$(To) and \Js(Th) 3 g (So). Then, for every positive integer m, %(Sh+m)12i!s(Tm) and $(Th+m)^%(Sm).
Let di denote the limit degree of © with respect to j5 as computed from the a,-, and let ¿2 be the limit degree computed using the (3¿. Then for large m and all positive integers n^h, d"+h is the degree of g(5m+n+0 with respect to %(Sm). But ^(Sm+n+h)^%(Tm+n) while i$(Sm)Q$(Tm+h) so that this degree is not less than the degree of \ §(Tm+n) with respect to ^(Tm+h). For large m the latter is dj|~*.
Hence, for all n^h,
We may prove similarly that di è di , n á h.
It readily follows that d\ =¿2. This completes the proof of invariance.
2. Proof of Theorem I. We use the notation of Theorem I. We as-sume first that § is a finitely generated extension of g. Then, by the Theorem of [3], © is finitely generated. Suppose © = SKai, ■ * * » ar), § = ®(i8i, • • • , ß,). We denote by 5*, ¿ = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • , the set consisting of the ai and their first k transforms, by Tt, k = 0, 1, 2, • • • , the set of the ßi and their first k transforms. We need consider only the case that H is transformally algebraic over F. We choose a sufficiently large fixed integer t. The meaning of "sufficiently large" will be clear from what follows. Defining
we find The degree of ®(Tt+h) with respect to ®(rt) is d\. Hence the degree of %(St+h, Tt+h) with respect to 5(5<+Ä, Tt) is at least d\. We obtain an opposite inequality by the following considerations.
For k sufficiently large the degree of g(5(+*, Tt+i) with respect to S(5i+*, Tt) is the degree of ®(7\+1) with respect to ®(7\), or d*. It follows that the degree of %(Sl+a, Tt+b+i) with respect to %(St+a, Tt+b), a-b^k, is at most ¿2, since the (t+b + l)th transforms of the ßi satisfy equations over 3K5(+0, Tt+b) which are the bth transforms of those satisfied over $(5«+*, Tt) by the (i+l)th transforms of the/?,-. On the other hand, if we denote the degree of i5(5(, Tt+i) with respect to %(St, Tt) by d¡, then, for any a^b^t the degree of g(50, Tb+i) with respect to %(Sa, Tb) is at most ¿3.
We consider h>k. Then the degree of %(St+h, Tt+h) with respect to %(St+h, Tt) is the product of the degree of t5(St+h, Tt+h) with respect to %(St+h, Tt+h-k) by the degree of the latter field with respect to %(St+h, Tt). By the above the product is at most d\~*d\ = d\q, where q = d\/d\. We have thus proved , and so on, such that the product of the degrees of these equations is ¿3. We choose the set 81, ■ ■ • , 8P to consist of the coefficients of the products of the 71;-in these equations. We have thus obtained a contradiction. This completes the proof of Theorem I. 3. Computation of the limit degree. The limit degree of a reflexive prime difference ideal 2 in % {y} is evidently the degree of the highest polynomial of its characteristic set in the highest transform of y which it effectively involves. From this fact and Theorem IX of [l ] we immediately obtain Theorem II. Another immediate consequence is Theorem III. Let A be an algebraically irreducible difference polynomial in %{ui, ■ ■ ■ , uq\ y) of order and effective order r in y and degree n in yr. Then the sum of the limit degrees relative to the Ui of the components of its general solution is n.
The proof follows immediately by Theorem VII of [l] when one takes into account the form of the characteristic sequences of A as explained in the proof of Theorems IV and IV of that paper.
With regard to the relations among the limit degrees of these components, we have at present, besides Theorem III, only the following very special result.
Theorem IV. Let % be an inversive difference field and A an algebraically irreducible zero-order difference polynomial in g {y} of degree w in y. Then if any component of A is of limit degree 1 there are n components, each of limit degree 1.
The conclusion is not valid if the requirement that the field be inversive is omitted.
Proof of Theorem IV. To say that a zero-order extension %(y) of g is of limit degree 1 is equivalent to saying that it is of finite degree over %. Hence, there is a solution a of the difference equation .4=0 such that %(a) is of finite degree over g. Then, for some r, To prove Theorem IV it is sufficient to show that the field © formed by adjoining the af, i = l, • ■ ■ ,n;j = 0,l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , to g is finite over %; for, if ß is any solution of the difference equation A=0, $(ß) considered as a field, not as a difference field, is isomorphic to a subfield of © and hence finite over g if ® is finite over g. We shall in fact show that ® is the field formed by adjoining to g onry those af, i = \, • ■ • , n, with 0?¿j<r.
Let s = r. Denote by ß, some af, 1=î=«. We shall show that ßt is contained in the field formed by adjoining to % the af, i = l, • • ■ , n, with/<s.
The last statement of the preceding paragraph, and hence Theorem IV, follow immediately from this.
If we map each element of g onto its (s-r)th transform we obtain, because % is inversive, an automorphism of % which carries the coefficients of A into those of As-r. Hence this automorphism may be extended to an isomorphism of %(ar) onto 5(/3s) with ar mapping into ße. It follows that 5(«, «1, ■ ' • » otr) is isomorphic to an extension %(ßs-r, |3,-r+i, • • • , ß,) of %(ß,). Evidently each ßj, s-r^ĵ s -1, satisfies ¿43-= 0, hence is an ctf. Since ar is a rational combination, with coefficients in $, oí a, ■ ■ ■ , ar_i, it follows that ß, is a rational combination, with coefficients in g, of ¡8"_r, • • • , ß,-i, and hence is in the field formed by adjoining to % the af, j<s. This completes the proof of Theorem IV.
